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“LEADERSHIP AND ENTREPRENEURSHIP” training programme jointly organized 
by Anand Agricultural University , Anand and NCCSD, Ahmedabad   during the 15-16 Feb. 
2018 at College of Horticulture, AAU, Anand. Total 77 students of College of Horticulture were 
participated. (Students category wise listed in table 1). 

The programme started with the inaugural function which was graced by dignitaries 
including Director of Students Welfare Dr. S. H. Akbari, Dean, College of Horticulture 
Dr.K.P.Patel, Principal, college of Horticulture Dr.H.C.Patel and from NCCSD, Ahemedabad,  
Nishaben Shah, Hetalbhai Pathak, Dr. R. S. Patel  and Dr.I.B.Rathod . The function started with 
a prayer by the girls of 4th and 6th semester followed by a welcome address by Principal, Dr. H. 
C. Patel followed by speeches by all the dignitaries speaking about objectives and importance of 
the training. The function y ended with SRC Chairman giving the vote of thanks. 

DAY-I  (15/02/2018) 

First lecture was delivered by DR. R.S. Patel, who has a huge experience in giving 
lectures to students on leadership and forming goals in their life. He had this amazing way of 
taking lectures in which he won’t just give a lecture but would involve the students as well so 
that everyone could learn by interacting with each other and could also help them removing their 
stage fears and shyness so that they can compete well when they step out in the outer space. The 
session moved forward with a simple game with which he put forth a few ideas to which students 
had to say if they agree, disagree or are neutral to the idea. This game mainly brought out the 
decision making skills of the students and more importantly the time in which they took the 
decisions.  

Second lecture was delivered by Hetalbhai Pathak, who has a Masters in Social Work 
who taught about SWAT (Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats) analysis and how it 
could be useful in assessing each end every situation in student life. 

He also played a game in which the students volunteered and made four groups. In the 
game the students were supposed to work together as a team and fulfil the given challenge. The 
game ended with a lesson that taught us how teamwork is important and what makes a good 



leader and what makes good team members. It was a fun way to understand something so deep 
and left an impact on the students teaching them how to be better in their lives. 

The third session was related to field of Horticulture and delivered by Dr.I.R. Rathod 
taught about how farmers have been achieving great success in the field of Horticulture by 
changing their traditional practises and adopting the modern ones. He gave to a number of 
examples. The sessions of the day ended with Nishaben and Hetalbhai giving the activity of 
performing a role play on the given themes the next day to teach us about team work, planning 
and leadership along with teaching to students how to solve the farmers problems when we step 
out in the world to help them out and what difficulties students could be face.  

DAY-II  (16/02/2018) 

 Second day of Leadership and Entrepreneurship Training Program was started with an 
inspiring lecture by Shri Narayan Guruji. His experience and jolly nature kept the students 
engaged throughout. He taught very important things of student life with such ease without 
making it sound serious. One of the important things that he taught was the characters of good 
leader or a good teacher. He taught a leader is a person who asks shares and gives but never 
takes. He gave four important tasks that a teacher must perform – Pravadhan (Provision), Vivada 
(conversation), Vitarka (Attention), and Vitanda (Debate) with his students. Along with this he 
also taught us the three important tasks that an ideal student should perform – Receive, practice 
and improve. He taught how to stay happy in our life and stay positive. He gave 13 mantras 
which can take you to the Highways of Happiness. 

 In second session, Dr. V.M. Sonvane , talked about science and technology at student 
level. He talked about psychological phenomena called the Science of Affirmation. Also called 
as self-affirmation. 

In next session, Dr.R.S.Patel, delivered lecture with his immense experience and 
knowledge taught us how to behave in interviews and how to convince people. He interacted 
with student directly and made everyone participate in the activities keep it light and yet 
maintaining clarity and fixing those points in students head so that we never make a mistake 
again in such important occasions of student life.  

In last  session shri Hetalbhai Pathak who made plays a couple of fun games and in that 
process taught  a few very important aspects of student life. He taught that how to work our way 
around our problems, how to work as a team, how to think out of the box and stand out in a 
crowd and how to develop self confidence.  

The entire program ended with the closing ceremony again graced by the Director of 
Students Welfare, DR. S. H. Akbari, Principal, College of Horticulture, Dr. H.C.Patel, SRC 
Chairman Dr. A.H. Barad, and faculties of College Horticulture and members of the NCCSD, 
Ahemedabad. All the students which had attended the program in these two days tried to shear 



their stage fear by giving feedback in front of the audience. Last there was distribution of 
certificates followed by giving the trophies of the most active group. The ceremony ended with 
SRC Chairman giving the vote of thanks. 

 General feedback given by students: 

1. Increase the session time for how behave in interviews 
2. Include the some lectures on personality development 
3. Increase the training period from two days to one week. 

           Table: 1     Participated student’s category list                                                         

Sr. No Category Participated students 
1 GENERAL 30 
2 SEBC 29 
3 SC 04 
4 ST 14 

Total Participated  students 77 
                                  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


